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This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Part will fit the following
vehicles below:. Be sure to add me to your favorites list! Sign up for my email newsletters by
adding my eBay Store to your Favorites. If you have any questions please email us any time and
we will respond to your emails as soon as possible. Thanks for looking and have a great day.
Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab.
Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel.
Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge.
Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in new window or tab. Seller information galpinhonda Contact seller. Visit store. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. San Fernando, California,
United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import
charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of
the information contained in this table have been provided by galpinhonda. Galpin Honda
galpinhonda Search within store. About Me. Combo Packs. Exterior Accessories. Interior
Accessories. Maintenance and Repair Items. Trailer Hitch Harnessâ€”7-Pin round-style
connector. California residents pay 9. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request
shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to
Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return
policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on galpinhonda
from others who bought this item. Positive feedback. Back to home page Return to top. Back to
home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. This listing is
for part or sub-assembly number given below only. If you are not sure of your model car, please
contact us before buying to verify correct part for your car! Please provide your car's VIN
number at check out as well so we can check! They do not take into account delays caused by
holidays, customs clearing, shipping volume of carrier, issues with traffic, weather delays, or
issues with your mailbox location, etc. Please double check to be sure your shipping address is
correct. All of our items are new, Genuine Honda Parts. Buy with confidence! We are a Honda
new car dealer with over 30 years in the Baltimore Maryland market. We have a large inventory
of Genuine Honda Parts! We use USPS for quick shipments! If you need something that you do
not see listed please contact me via the ebay message system. All messages will be answered
Monday thru Friday 8am to 4pm east. Feedback will be left once feedback is received.
International Buyers â€” Please Note: Import duties, taxes, and charges are not included in the
item price or shipping cost. These charges are the buyer's responsibility. Please check with
your country's customs office to determine what these additional costs will be prior to bidding
or buying. Return Policy:. A copy of the invoice your received, MUST be included with the
returned item. Good product except for the connection to the hitch. Needs a mounting bracket
or you need the trailer package from the factory. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:

achillesp. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to
enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in
new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information hondacity-hondaparts Contact
seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check
out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. May not ship
to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item
location:. Glen Burnie, Maryland, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been
provided by hondacity-hondaparts. Search within store. New Genuine Honda Pilot 7 pin trailer
lighting harness kit. Parts information is based on USA market only! Shipping and handling. The
seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated.
Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at
delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 11 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers
for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more.
Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee
- opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Seller's payment
instructions Please provide full VIN number of vehicle for us to verify correct fit of item. If VIN
number is not provided, item s will not be eligble for return. All returned goods must have a
RMA number. All returned items must be un opened, in original carton, with the part number
label intact and unaltered. No returns on parts that have been installed. If part number tag is
damaged in any way, the item is not returnable. No returns on international sales. Feedback on
hondacity-hondaparts from others who bought this item. Positive feedback. This seller has very
good communication, great pricing and fast shipping. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most
relevant reviews. Needs a mounting bracket or you need the trailer package from the factory X
Previous image. Why is this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Only 8 left in
stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Cawood Honda. Sold by. Brand: Honda. This fits
your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Cawood
Honda. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1
of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Trailer Hitch. Next page. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? Hopkins 4 Wire Flat Adapter. Compare with similar
items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing

your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Featured items you may like. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. If you are a DIY person then this product is for
you. I purchased the metal hitch to install on my Honda Pilot Touring edition. I needed the help
of my teenage son to help hold the heavy metal hitch in place while I tightened the bolts but it
was easy to install and worked great. I purchased this wiring kit to be able to have the brake
light work on the trailer. Followed the instructions and it was fairly easy to install. No wired to
cut- the Pilot had several female plugs already installed to just plug the male ends into. A few of
the plugs were taped into small crevices and I had to use my hands to feel for the plugs.
Removing the tape holding them into place was also a bit of a struggle- but accomplished. I love
the fact that this wiring is hidden and looks much better than the after market products. Works
awesome! Got this for a Pilot that we bought in July. We did not want to pay the exorbitant
dealer price and installation fees to have it put on from the start. The directions are pretty clear
and are available to view beforehand at the Honda eStore site. After looking at the directions
intently for a couple of days, I decided this was a better solution than the aftermarket solutions,
in that it fit into the OEM hitch platform that we purchased from Amazon as well. This made it a
no-brainer for us. Sorry dealer, you can get some other sucker to pad your bottom line, it won't
be coming from me. Please update the description on this product to be Hondas only! I have a
Honda Pilot and when we brought it to the dealership for them to install saved us a ton by doing
it this way , they said it was for the wrong year so they swapped it out for the right ones. I was
was able to do the install myself and with out lifting the car. I did have to turn the strap around
so it would get close enough to start the bolts. Done in under 45 minutes. Wow nice fit great
product. Images in this review. One person found this helpful. Perfect fit, saved dealer install
fee. Probably need to watch a video to make sure you put the harness in correct. Unless you got
tiny fingers an like to challenge yourself! Easy DIY! Several videos on YouTube. Recieved 2day
FedEx shipping! See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
honda pilot trailer hitch , trailer wiring
nissan versa note 2016 manual
punch rockford fosgate
jaguar xf maintenance
harness , trailer harness , genuine honda pilot part and accessories , honda pilot genuine
accessories , honda pilot accessories. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Warehouse.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

